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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

GoRTT, through the Ministry of Science and Technology (MST) has engaged iGovTT for the 

provision of specialist services to provide a proactive and comprehensive assessment and 

implementation strategies for cloud-based services within its ICT landscape. The proposed 

solution herein provides a technical overview and immediate next steps for the successful 

implementation of a Cloud-based solution and strategy in alignment with the anticipated policy 

and legislative reform/proclamation. 

Cloud computing has become a major focal point for organizations of all sizes, including many 

Governments and is one of the most significant advances in Information and Communication 

Technology globally primarily geared towards the improvement of response times, ICT capacity, 

scalability, elasticity and overall ability to support the dynamic business requirements of public 

and private sector organizations. It is for these reasons the Government of the Republic of 

Trinidad and Tobago (GoRTT) is currently preparing its ICT infrastructures for the utilization of 

Cloud Computing technology to reduce its ICT budgetary expenses and enhance the service 

delivery to all citizens. This evolution will enhance and expand Government’s ICT communication 

infrastructure to enable improved quality and greater efficiency. As the next phase of the 

GovNeTT ecosystem is being expanded to include some of the building blocks required to deliver 

Cloud Computing services, iGovTT will be developing strategies to leverage the upgraded 

infrastructure to expand Government services through Cloud Computing (G-Cloud).   

The document outlines the short to long term measures for immediate access to Cloud services, 

and initiatives for accelerating the Pillar 4 of the Government’s strategy for sustainable 

development -  Information and Communication – “Technologies – Connecting T&T and the New 

Economy”. Together, these parallel streams of strategic Cloud Computing-related activities will 

pave the way forward for GoRTT to successfully deploy Cloud-based services. 
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2. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW – CLOUD 

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud computing 

provides scalable ICT capabilities that are offered as a service over the Internet to multiple users. 

Many users share pooled ICT resources, reducing costs and resulting in greater computing 

efficiency. The cloud can be deployed using one of these four (4) Deployment Models: 

 Community Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations and 

supports a specific community that has shared concerns (e.g., mission, security 

requirements, policy, and compliance considerations);  

 

 Public Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is owned by an organization selling cloud services 

to the general public or to a large industry group;  

 

 Hybrid Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, 

community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by 

standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., 

cloud bursting); and 

 

 Private Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is owned or leased by a single organization and is 

operated solely for that organization. An additional implementation of the private cloud 

is the Virtual Private Cloud. This is a cloud infrastructure that exists within a public cloud 

owned by an external entity. The private cloud is however isolated from the other users 

of the public cloud and access is only granted through a secure VPN connection over the 

Internet. 

Within these four (4) deployment models there are also three (3) standard types of delivery 

methods used to deliver cloud services. This section of the document will provide a high-level 

technical overview of the infrastructure that should be deployed as the G-Cloud solution allowing 

for the expansion of the products and services offered by GovNeTT. The G-Cloud is intended to 

provide an avenue for Cloud services through the three (3) cloud delivery strategies to Ministries 

and subsequent Government entities: 

 IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service - This is the capability provided to the consumer for the 

provisioning, processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources 

where the consumer is able to deploy services including, but not limited to, operating 

systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure but has control of operating systems, allocated storage, deployed 
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applications, and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g. host 

firewalls). Services available are typically compute and storage services. 

 

 PaaS – Platform as a Service - This refers to the capability provided to the consumer to 

deploy onto a cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired application created 

using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider. 

The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including 

network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed 

applications and possibly configuration settings for the application-hosting environment. 

Services available typically include operating systems and application services. 

 

 SaaS – Software as a Service - This is the capability provided to the consumer for the use 

of the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are 

accessible from various client devices through either a thin client interface, such as a web 

browser (e.g. web-based email), or a program interface. The consumer does not manage 

or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating 

systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception 

of limited user-specific application configuration settings. Services include a wide range 

of application services sold by unit(s) rather than by licence. 

These cloud strategies require a robust, reliable, efficient and flexible framework to successfully 

deliver the service that is in alignment with industry best practice and standards. This implies 

that, given the high quality standard demanded for services, software and infrastructure, the G-

Cloud solution will be designed to provide minimal downtime and 24x7 access. This is best 

achieved using a virtual platform that can readily adapt to the variety of GovNeTT and non-

GovNeTT services. The G-Cloud can be designed to offer private, public and hybrid cloud services 

that can be scalable on demand without disruption in service. 

The architectural concept is broken in five (5) areas that reflect the infrastructural components 

and concepts that comprise the solution – Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1. Infrastructural Components of Virtual Solution  

2.1 MANAGEMENT 

The management of the G-Cloud environment will not be challenging and is possible from a single 

management console. The management console can provide views that incorporate the status 

and administration of each of the virtual environments, physical infrastructure and 

infrastructural peripherals. Monitoring and reporting will be in high demand therefore, additional 

software and hardware may be required to be able to produce absolute and detailed monitoring, 

auditing and reporting in compliance with potential for billing/costing requirements. 

2.2 VIRTUALIZATION 

The Virtualization layer of the cloud must be a stable platform that must provide features such 

as clustering, fault tolerance, dynamic/automatic failover and disaster recovery. One beneficial 

feature of Virtual Machines is that they can be created  and modified when needed allowing for 

easier deployment of new services and their maintainability.* 

*There are application and operating system limitations to the type of changes that can be made 

immediately without the requirement of system reboots. This requirement can be mitigated by 

certain vendors but not all deliver this feature. 

2.3 SERVER 

The Server layer is the physical server infrastructure which must be robust and offer hot 

swappable components to limit the amount of downtime required. The server specification 

requires that servers be highly scalable and fault tolerant, being 1 + 1 or N + 1 tolerant. Servers 

must be configured to contain powerful, multi-core CPU’s and an upwards of 96GB of memory 

to support the virtual environment (2.2 above).  The combination of server storage, powerful 

CPUs and memory will support the existing environment and allow for scalability. Servers must 
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have multiple network ports (minimum 10 gigabit) and redundant power as throughput will be 

shared for all virtual machines accessing the physical LAN. 

2.4 COMMUNICATION 

The Communication layer speaks to the network infrastructure of the G-Cloud. The physical 

network is a requirement to facilitate the communication of the Physical Host Servers, Storage 

Array’s, Virtual Machines with the LAN. The design must incorporate multi-paths for all devices 

ensuring that network fault tolerance is established. The network capabilities must include both 

Layer 2 and Layer 3, allowing for both the separation of traffic through the use of VLAN’s and 

routing traffic to the respective networks whether physical or virtual. The network should also 

be scalable with the network devices offering physical redundancy such as multiple power 

supplies and additional available ports for future growth. 

2.5 STORAGE 

The Storage layer of the solution refers to the storage area that is essential to this design. The 

backbone of a virtualized solution is a matched storage solution. Many virtual features and 

components rely on shared storage to provide virtual fault tolerance. The Storage needs to 

provide similar features to the other components of the design, that is being scalable, robust, 

efficient and fault tolerant. The storage solution should also offer the benefits of a modern 

storage solution, such as Deduplication, Snapshots and Ease of Management. Redundancy is 

important to the storage layer with hard disk RAID protection, hot-standby sparing, hardware 1 

+ 1 or N + 1 redundancy and active/active communication capabilities.  One approach can be the 

incorporation of a Data Centre that provides economies of scale by unifying compute, storage, 

networking, virtualization, and management into a single platform. The result is operational 

simplicity and business agility -- essential for cloud computing and deploying IT as a service. 
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3. PROPOSED GOVERNMENT CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE 

The proposed Government Cloud platform is based on a virtual solution that offers a number of 

benefits which are appropriate to the constantly evolving needs of GoRTT, and industry best 

practices and standards. The benefits which can be experienced from a virtual solution are as 

follows: 

 Dynamic ability to support change; 

 Dynamic scalability for growth and expansion; 

 Redundancy and Fault Tolerance; 

 Availability of Platform and Services; and 

 Control and Privacy. 

 
Figure 2. Topological View of the G-Cloud Infrastructure 
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The fundamental idea of the G-Cloud is to deliver a variety of products and services from a 

centralized platform which can encompass delivery strategies such as Private/Public/Hybrid 

Cloud, IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. These services can also be delivered through a variety of mediums 

such as GovNeTT, Public over the Internet or Point-to-Point as per the needs of the client. The 

varied delivery mediums are demonstrated in figure 2.6.2 below. 

 
Figure 3. Methods of Service Delivery 

Additional components to consider for SaaS and IaaS will include: 

 Application virtualization (different from server virtualization) and online provisioning;  
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 Virtualized application management and monitoring (and usage measurements 

depending on the costing model); 

 Connectivity to GovNeTT; 

 Considerations for subscription based licence management; 

 Cost reductions related to licence that can be supplied from GoRTT Software Agreement; 

 Security certification requirements for G-Cloud; 

 Backup and recovery strategies to ensure data replication are available to Clients; 

 Dedicated team that ensure that the management and monitoring of the physical 

infrastructure is available as per business and technical requirements of GoRTT; and 

 Cost associated with training of technical and administrative (client-facing) staff. 

 

4. WHY NOT CLOUD? 

Before we go into details about the benefits and reasons that GoRTT may cause to adopt a cloud 

strategy, let’s take a look at some aspects of Cloud Computing that naysayers may view as 

reasons to avoid cloud computing all together. 

4.1 DATA AND SECURITY 

Security is a major concern with regards to cloud computing. With a private datacentre all your 

sensitive data should be hosted within the datacentre and therefor can be protected and 

controlled by the organization. With cloud computing, all your data is stored on the cloud. This 

raises questions regarding data protection and Security control and governance: 

Data protection - where does data physically reside, and does the data’s location have legal 

ramifications? Is data safely protected (i.e., by encryption) while stationary or in motion within 

and across the cloud? How is availability of data assured in the cloud? Does the provider take 

measures to ensure that deleted data is not recoverable? 

Security control/governance - what security controls does the cloud provider need to implement, 

and how? How assurance levels are effectively and efficiently managed in the cloud? Who 

owns/accesses/deletes/replicates data in the Oracle cloud? How can the GoRTT ensure policy 

enforcement? How can the GoRTT measure and track service/network performance?  
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As we can see security can be a significant risk and it is valid for both “non-cloud” datacentres as 

well as data centres that provide cloud services. As the public sector begins moving to and 

exploring the uses of cloud computing within the public sector issues of security are being 

addressed in several ways.  

Interestingly however, Cloud computing may also mitigate the risks associated with data loss in 

the cloud, as cloud vendors are likely to use more robust and better-maintained computing 

platforms that provide more redundancy and are less likely to fail.  

Moving to the cloud comes down to mitigating risks by preparing for adoption of Cloud 

computing by taking these critical steps into consideration: 

 Identify all potential opportunities for switching from existing computing arrangements 

to cloud services. This should occur at both individual agency and all-of-government level; 

 Ensure that in-house infrastructure complements cloud-based services. The shift to cloud 

services isn’t all-or-nothing, and some cloud services (for instance, infrastructure services) 

will support the ability of in-house ICT to extend into some clouds (for additional 

computing and storage capacity and so forth). Virtualization will be a key piece of a 

compatible infrastructure;  

 Develop a cost/benefit and risk evaluation framework to support decisions .about where, 

when, and how cloud services can be adopted;  

 Develop a roadmap for optimizing the current ICT environment for adoption of public 

and/or private cloud services;  

 Identify which data cannot be held in public cloud computing environments for legal 

and/or risk-mitigation reasons; where no classification exists, ensure that data is not kept 

on-premise when applications are accessed via the cloud; 

 Identify and secure in-house competencies that will be required to manage effective 

adoption of cloud services;  

 Designate a cross-functional team to continually monitor which new services, providers, 

and standards are in this space, and to determine if they affect the roadmap;  
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 Evaluate technical challenges that must be addressed when moving any current 

information or applications into a cloud environment. Experiment with and pilot various 

services—both internal and external—to identify where issues will arise; and  

 Ensure that the networking environment is ready for cloud computing. 

Further, the following Best Practice Security Recommendation may prove to be useful – Clients 

must establish trust relationships with their providers and develop security solutions that take 

this relationship into account. 

The following security measures represent general best practice implementations for cloud 

security. At the same time, they are not intended to be interpreted as a guarantee of success: 

 Implement and maintain a security program; 

 Build and maintain a secure cloud infrastructure; 

 Ensure confidential data protection; 

 Implement strong access and identity management; 

 Establish application and environment provisioning; 

 Implement governance and audit management programs; 

 Implement a vulnerability and intrusion management program; and 

 Maintain environment testing and validation. 

 

4.2 GOVNETT AND GOVERNMENT DATACENTRE 

As mentioned previously the GoRTT has invested a significant amount of time and resource 

into the development of a centralized datacentre and network for all of its Ministries and 

governmental organizations. While datacentre seeks to address the issue of ministries having 

separate ICT silos it does so in a traditional datacentre model. This model allows from back 

end applications, services and infrastructure to be centralized. However this traditional model 

does not allow for several advantages that are allowed for in a cloud computing strategy: 

 Front end applications are still hosted on the endpoint client devices and cannot be 

delivered on demand; 

 Unless an application specifically supports it, back end services cannot be accessed over 

the internet; 
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 Users need to be on the government network to facilitate various types of collaboration; 

 Ministries that are using the Datacentre still need to procure their own hardware and 

develop a method of delivering services to its users; 

 Provisioning of services to a new ministry can be a lengthy and expensive undertaking; 

and 

 Ministries with current ICT infrastructure that are willing to move to the cloud would need 

to devote substantial time and resources to facilitate the move. 

While there may be a fundamental difference with the deployment of the current Datacentre 

and a Cloud computing model, this does not preclude the Datacentre from evolving into a cloud 

environment which would act as Governments Cloud or G-Cloud as some other governments call 

it. This evolution however can be planned for and achieved over several years as we take 

advantage of virtual private cloud solutions that are offered by already established cloud 

vendors. 

It should also be noted that many of the security and data protection issues with cloud computing 

are mainly inherent with public, community and some private cloud computing scenarios. 

However, when operating a private cloud, security and data risks are reduced even further as the 

owner of the cloud now has complete control over the cloud and can influence all aspects of its 

operation and maintenance. 

4.3 FSI AND THE GOVERNMENT CLOUD 

GoRTT has deployed a full-service Enterprise Portal to provide Government information and 

services to its citizens, businesses and other clients.  In keeping with GoRTT’s intention to provide 

a reliable and stable platform for the delivery of Government e-Services, there is a requirement 

to establish and commission a Common Development Platform solution to support the 

accelerated delivery of e-Services, Authentication Service, e-Payment Service, Short Message 

Service (SMS) and Email integration with the Enterprise Portal as well a development of a 

Competency Center. 

Currently a number of GoRTT initiatives utilize the Enterprise Portal for various services.  It is 

envisioned that over the next 12 months at least four (4) major Ministries  shall utilize the system 

to offer e-Services to citizens, businesses and other relevant entities; as such the rapid 

deployment of e-Services shall become a critical success factor as Government continually seeks 

new and innovate ways of offering services to its clients. 
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The envisioned solution will allow full Foundation Service Infrastructure (FSi) integration with the 

current infrastructure to facilitate rapid development and deployment of e-Services through the 

common development platform and common modules such as the authentication service. By 

creating integration of various common modules within and around the Enterprise Portal, the e-

Service development structure will become modular and more efficient as well as effective. For 

development of complex e-Services, FSi deployment is a critical success factor. 

The high level architecture of the FSi with relation to the Government communication backbone 

is depicted below: 

 

Figure 4. FSi Framework Diagram 

When deployed, FSi will also act as a platform for offering cloud services to all clients with 

reusable modules that can further increase the speed of deployment of cloud services. 

Additionally, because of the Common Development platform government ministries can even 

deploy home built applications through a cloud service to their own ministry and share it with all 

other ministries for a whole of government approach to application development and 

deployment. The benefits to this approach can be immeasurable and can significantly increase 

innovation within government which leads to robust solutions and further cost savings. 
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5. WHY SHOULD GOVERNMENT TRANSITION TO THE CLOUD 

Cloud Computing is gaining momentum in both the public and private sectors around the world. 

Cloud computing is evolving and while it may not an immediate solution for all government 

computing needs, it can give the GoRTT the same opportunity the private sector enjoys to reduce 

major spending Software licenses and other ICT systems, making better use of staff and resources 

with a more forward-thinking, environmentally sensitive approach. Cloud Computing can change 

the way Government leverages technology: at a Lower Cost, Faster, and Greener. 

The GoRTT, like other countries, consists of multiple ministries and organizations, most of which 

create and maintain their own internal ICT environments and maintain separate unique 

deployment of applications and services. These systems often perform similar tasks, such as 

providing email or web hosting and are generally used at a fraction of their capability. Attempts 

have been made to centralize the ICT deployment by creating a Government datacentre which 

can solve some aspects of the problems created by having disjointed ICT environments. This 

datacentre however simply provides the lowest level of Infrastructure (mainly networking, 

secured space and a small subset of backend common application services). 

Ministries that are willing to move their operations to the data centre must now procure 

hardware and software to store within the datacentre, which still creates a significant and semi-

permanent investment by the ministry. The alternative for that ministry is to move all their ICT 

equipment into the datacentre which is a time consuming and expensive process. Taking into 

consideration a cloud computing strategy we can see that the very nature of cloud computing 

and its characteristics provides easily recognized benefits. 

5.1 THE SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

The five (5) Key Characteristics of cloud computing: 

 On-demand self-service - A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, 

such as server time and network storage, as needed, without requiring human interaction 

with each service's provider;  

 

 Ubiquitous network access - Capabilities are available over the network and accessed 

through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client 

platforms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and PDAs);  

 

 Location independent resource pooling - The provider's computing resources are pooled 

to serve all consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual 
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resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. The 

customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided 

resources. Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, network 

bandwidth, and virtual machines; 

 

 Rapid elasticity - Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned to quickly scale up 

and rapidly released to quickly scale down. To the consumer, the capabilities available for 

rent often appear to be infinite and can be purchased in any quantity at any time; and  

 

 Pay per use - Capabilities are charged using a metered, fee-for-service, or advertising 

based billing model to promote optimization of resource use. Examples are measuring the 

storage, bandwidth, and computing resources consumed and charging for the number of 

active user accounts per month. Clouds within an organization accrue cost between 

business units and may or may not use actual currency.  

Note: Cloud software takes full advantage of the cloud paradigm by being service oriented with 

a focus on statelessness, low coupling, modularity, and semantic interoperability.  

The following five (5) characteristics form the basis on which cloud computing exists today as 

many benefits can be derived from them:  

 Moving from budget allocation and disbursement to computing capacity distribution - Our 

governments usually need large geo distributed deployments of ICT infrastructure to 

ensure that computing power is available for different ministries and departments. 

Traditionally, this has been done with the help of distributing and allocating budgets for 

ICT within departmental budgets. For the large part, it is extremely difficult for the 

government to track and control the investments ministries make in ICT. Lower 

investments in ICT departments’ leads to lower automation of processes and in turn lower 

quality of service to citizens. ICT infrastructure provisioning using cloud computing can 

change this. Cloud computing infrastructures can help GoRTT ensure that the ICT needs 

of its departments are disbursed in the form of computing capacity, not in the form of 

budgets. 

 

 From Scale of Buying to Scale of Provisioning - The Government is a large buyer of ICT 

solutions. Today, scale of buying translates into deeper discounts but not in provisioning 

efficiencies. Ministries and other agencies find it hard to provision their infrastructure 

quickly because of the distributed nature of their requirements. The quality and time of 

provisioning today is subjected to the many vendors that a government has to deal with. 

Cloud computing can provide an elegant solution to the provisioning challenge of 
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governments’ ICT needs. Cloud computing by definition has its computing gear co-

located. Allocation of computing power in cloud is facilitated with access provisioning. 

Once the government deploys a cloud, provisioning of ICT is quick, simple and elegant – 

different ministries and agencies can access computing power off the cloud based on their 

needs and allocations. 

 

 From Managing Infrastructure to Managing Information Availability - Governments’ 

priorities are centred on ensuring that the right information and application is available 

to citizens and its various departments. Cloud computing can facilitate this by ensuring 

that the operational and technical overheads of managing ICT are taken away. In fact, 

shifting the priority from managing infrastructure to managing information will introduce 

society changing transformations. Cloud can be catalyst to this change. 

 

 Eco-Friendly Incentives for Cloud computing - Another incentive to opt for cloud 

computing is that it is more environmentally friendly. Reducing the number of hardware 

components and replacing them with cloud computing systems reduces energy costs for 

running hardware and cooling as well as reducing carbon dioxide emissions and 

conserving energy. Moving applications to the cloud can potentially reduce energy costs 

for running and cooling hardware. This can also work in combination with GoRTT tax 

incentives to go green and power companies added incentives. 

 

 Satisfying Infrastructure Demands - With ministries and agencies having traditionally 

deployed and managed their own ICT infrastructure, most intra-agency information was 

held captive by the constraints of security and compliance concerns. Cloud computing 

represents a fundamental change in managing and delivering information, because the 

information owners and users no longer need to work directly with the supporting 

physical infrastructure to benefit from the services and information it delivers. By 

enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can 

be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 

interaction, cloud computing offers a number of marked advantages to agencies seeking 

to meet these new open government requirements and make more effective, 

collaborative use of their data. 

 

 Increase Scalability while Reducing Infrastructure Costs - Making agency data publicly 

accessible or available to other departments for collaborative action means that 

government CIOs will face a common challenge: how to support unpredictable usage 
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peaks and patterns as interaction that is not easily modelled ebbs and flows. Traffic 

increases dramatically and performance degrades, when highly anticipated statistics are 

released, during times of natural disasters or other crises or at peak reporting times. As a 

growing volume of data is made public or otherwise shared, traditional infrastructure 

cannot scale to support surge requirements or the real-time responsiveness required. 

Building extra capacity into the infrastructure to accommodate usage peaks results in idle 

capacity and is not a cost-effective strategy. Cloud computing revolutionizes 

infrastructure cost and scalability decisions.  

 

First, ICT decision-makers can leverage a massively scalable, shared virtualized 

infrastructure to avoid capital expenditures and reduce operating expenses. Ministries 

don’t have to gain approval for large capital expenditures, and can avoid the costs of 

hardware, software, salaries for specialized ICT resources, training and on-going support. 

Cloud computing also enables granular scalability, scaling up and down as needed to 

deliver guaranteed resources on demand. If traffic volume spikes, additional capacity can 

be immediately enabled, either directly via a provisioning interface or programmatically 

via the use of application programming interfaces (APIs). And those resources can be 

retired just as easily after the event. With dynamic access to capacity on demand, 

agencies are not faced with building an infrastructure sized to accommodate usage peaks. 

And as an added benefit, ministries and agencies need only to pay for what they use, 

improving asset utilization and simplifying financial decision-making. 

 

 Lower computer costs - You don't need a high-powered and high-priced computer to run 

cloud computing's web-based applications. Since applications run in the cloud, not on the 

desktop PC, your desktop PC doesn't need the processing power or hard disk space 

demanded by traditional desktop software. 

 

 Improved performance - With fewer bloated programs hogging your computer's memory, 

you'll see better performance from your PC. Put simply, computers in a cloud computing 

system boot and run faster because they have fewer programs and processes loaded into 

memory. 

 

 Device independence - Finally, here's the ultimate cloud computing advantage: You're no 

longer tethered to a single computer or network. Change computers, and your existing 

applications and documents follow you through the cloud. Move to a portable device, and 

your apps and docs are still available. There's no need to buy a special version of a 

program for a particular device, or to save your document in a device-specific format. 
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Cloud computing is gaining its place among ICT infrastructures globally because of the many 

benefits that are previously mentioned. Furthermore in the absence of a Government Cloud (G-

Cloud) government can still reap significant benefits from virtual private clouds that are hosted 

by an external third party. Some of these benefits are: 

 Most have a pay structure that only calls for payment only when used. Today the GoRTT 

spends millions of dollars on software and licenses for server and desktop;  

 Easily scalable so companies can add or subtract storage based on their own needs  

 Reduced Cost - Cloud technology is paid incrementally, saving GoRTT money;   

 Increased Storage - Organizations can store more data than on private computer systems;  

 Highly Automated - No longer do ICT personnel need to worry about keeping software up 

to date;  

 Flexibility - Cloud computing offers much more flexibility than past computing methods;  

 Easier group collaboration - Sharing documents leads directly to collaborating on 

documents. To many users, this is one of the most important advantages of cloud 

computing—multiple users can collaborate easily on documents and projects. Because 

the documents are hosted in the cloud, not on individual computers, all you need is a 

computer with an Internet connection, and you're collaborating; 

 More Mobility - Employees can access information wherever they are, rather than having 

to remain at their desks;  

 Allows ICT to Shift Focus - No longer having to worry about constant server updates and 

other computing issues, government organizations will be free to concentrate on 

innovation; 

 Sharing documents and group collaboration: Applications and documents accessible from 

anywhere in the world, facilitating group collaboration on documents and projects;  

 Access anywhere: Un-tethered from a single computer or network. Use different 

computer or move to portable devices, and applications and documents follow; 

 Elastic scalability and pay-as-you-go: Add and subtract capacity as your needs change. Pay 

for only what you use; 
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 Easy to implement: No need to purchase hardware, software licenses or implementation 

services; 

 Service quality: Reliable services, large storage and computing capacity, and 24/7 service 

and up-time; 

 Delegate non-critical applications: Outsource non-critical applications to service providers 

and focus agency ICT resources on business-critical applications; and 

 Always the latest software: Updates are automatic. 

As cloud computing advances and becomes even more robust more benefits will be derived as 

well as risks being significantly reduced and some eliminated altogether. 

5.2 HOW CLOUD BENEFITED DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

One of the biggest selling points of cloud computing is that it levels the playing field for small 

organizations, in this case governments, to compete with bigger ones in terms of ICT 

infrastructure. Cloud computing helps players in developing countries compete on a par with 

those in more advanced nations. Grappling with the financial crisis, developing and transition 

countries governments such as Trinidad and Tobago are being forced to make painful choices 

about  budget cuts all while citizens and businesses are demanding more and better services, 

transparency, and accountability. 

This time of financial and economic crisis offers a great opportunity to pause and rethink 

traditional approaches and start making a transition to the next generation models of ICT 

applications and infrastructure delivery, to get more results for less money. It may potentially 

offer an opportunity for a developing country such as our self to leapfrog to the cutting edge of 

ICT solutions at a fraction of the cost of what it took developed countries to get there. More and 

more government organizations are starting to explore the Cloud Computing model as one of 

such transformational approaches. Cloud computing approaches can increase efficiencies and 

yield dramatic savings in ICT costs which can be repurposed to client/citizen-facing programs and 

services.   

The US government has embraced cloud computing, and government agencies in Canada, Japan, 

Australia, Sweden, Singapore, France, and the United Kingdom, among others, have begun 

implementing ICT solutions based around the cloud computing model. Examples of applications 

in developed countries include management of public sector housing, transportation service 

networks, economic development, the census, health services, contracts, and education services. 

The number of “packaged” cloud applications for government is still rather limited, but the major 
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ICT vendors are revisiting their product suites to identify products which can be offered on a 

“Software as a Service” basis. 

Additionally, if apprehensive or simply unable to support a full-fledged cloud initiative, 

developing countries incorporate cloud computing into their ICT strategy for one of the following 

reasons: 

 Using outsourced Cloud-based services to provide additional computing capability on-

demand - The latest generation of services, such as Steria’s Infrastructure On Command, 

is delivered through an online self-provisioning portal, and can be available in as little as 

20 minutes after the order is placed. This eliminates the need to adjust the scale of in-

house ICT infrastructure to meet peak-time requirements. 

 

 Moving non-critical applications to outsourced Cloud services - This takes the burden of 

routine maintenance tasks away from the ICT department, which enables it to focus on 

more strategic activities and gives the enterprise an opportunity to cut ICT resources. A 

recent survey carried out by Information Age among 272 senior ICT managers in the UK 

indicated that 29% of respondents’ ICT departments spent between 60% and 80% of their 

time on maintenance.  

 

 Trying out new applications in the form of outsourced Cloud-based services - This reduces 

the initial investment required to implement a new application, while minimizing risk. For 

some smaller organizations, cloud-based services may be the only affordable way to 

benefit from enterprise-grade applications.  

The above scenarios would sit well within the GoRTT and its ministries and agencies especially 

with budgets being cut and ICT spending being scrutinized. This allows for leaner IT operations as 

well as reduced risk when moving to newer technologies and applications. 

 

5.3 MAJOR COUNTRIES INCORPORATE CLOUD COMPUTING IN THEIR ICT 

STRATEGY  

One of the most significant cloud computing opportunities for the public sector is the ability to 

share ICT resources among multiple agencies and Ministries. While governments have tried hard 

to create frameworks geared toward shared services, these have not always been successful. 

Cloud computing offers an easier and less burdensome route to more efficient and effective 

public sector information management. This may be especially true for developing countries that 
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do not have the technology, skilled personnel, or resources to create world-class ICT 

infrastructures.  

Here are two brief examples of the success of Cloud Computing within developed nations; this 

success can be shared by the GoRTT: 

United States of America - Today, the use of cloud computing services by agencies is poised for 

rapid gains, as seen in the case of USA.gov and Data.gov, which can now better benefit the public 

through the massive amounts of government-held information they offer. With an initial goal to 

cut down the cost of managing these sites by 50 percent, the General Services Administration 

(GSA) turned to Terremark’s Enterprise Cloud infrastructure to provide hosting, storage and 

disaster recovery services for the web portal that serves as the primary source of information 

about U.S. federal, state and local government services, such as grant instructions, consumer 

guides, health and nutrition updates, tax forms, voter registration, student financial aid and 

critical national disaster information. USA.gov had previously been deployed in-house and used 

a virtualized approach. It migrated to a service provider cloud infrastructure within 10 days. 

Now USA.gov can maintain a small persistent footprint and deploy on-demand scaling as traffic 

fluctuates. When traffic is at normal levels, the GSA pays only a contracted baseline fee, but it 

can seamlessly accommodate volume spikes when needed. Migration to the cloud has enabled 

GSA to avoid paying for idle server time without compromising its ability to deliver real-time 

performance for users. As Federal CIO Vivek Kundra has repeatedly said publicly, the GSA reduced 

annual costs for this service from $2.5 million to $800,000 by moving it to cloud technology. This 

agile computing infrastructure allows GSA to deploy upgrades to USA.gov in 24 hours instead of 

the six months that would otherwise be required in a traditional infrastructure model. 

In addition, the enterprise-class security that cloud providers are building into their cloud 

offerings allows for services to be audited and certified, meeting government and agency-specific 

requirements. Another significant breakthrough for the USA Government Cloud is 

http://apps.gov which provides applications to government agencies on demand 

Key USA Government agencies utilizing a Cloud Computing approach:  

 General Services Administration (GSA) 

 National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

 National Business Centre (NBC) 

 Department of the Interior  

 Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 

http://www.data.gov/
http://apps.gov/
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 Census Bureau 

 White House  

 Defence Force   

The USA examples show the government incorporating a type of virtual private cloud within their 

ICT infrastructure by allowing an external 3rd party organization to perform the hosting of the 

cloud infrastructure. They have seen significant cost savings and citizen satisfaction from this 

model 

UK Government - G-Cloud - The United Kingdom Government’s CIO, John Suffolk, announced the 

establishment of a UK onshore, private Government Cloud Computing Infrastructure called G-

Cloud. In essence the program will include Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), 

Middleware/Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). In relation to SaaS 

the government would establish a Government Application Store. There are six government 

initiatives that have sparked the creation of this cloud computing plan:  

 Standardize and Simplify the Desktop; 

 Standardize Networks; 

 Rationalize Data Centre Estate; 

 Deliver on Open Source Open Standards and Reuse Strategy; 

 Green ICT; and 

 Information Security and Assurance. 

In addition to these six existing initiatives the G-Cloud will also help the government improve: 

 Shared Services; 

 Reliable Project Delivery; 

 Supplier Management; and 

 Professionalizing ICT Enabled Business Change. 

Most recently the government’s Digital Britain Report outlined and supported the need for this 

nationwide cloud computing program.  The Digital Britain Report is the Government’s strategic 

vision for ensuring that the UK is at the leading edge of the global digital economy.  

The Report provides actions and recommendations to promote and protect talent and innovation 

in the UK's creative industries, to modernize TV and radio frameworks and support local news, 

and introduces policies to maximize the social and economic benefits from digital technologies. 

The Report is one of the central policy commitments in the Government's Building Britain's 
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Future plan and draft legislative program.  As part of this program they support the creation of a 

Government Cloud or G-Cloud. The following are excerpts from the report:   

In addition to the Public Service Network we need to be able to add business application to create 

a "G-Cloud", using Cloud Computing. At the time the Government procured its secure intra-

departmental email system - GSI - it did not have the knowledge or procurement capability to 

specify and add applications to the basic network. Now, with the CIO and the CIO Council, 

Government does have the capability and cannot afford not to use it. 

Cloud Computing is a model of shared network-delivered services, both public and private, in 

which the user sees only the service or application, and need not worry about the 

implementation or infrastructure. The cloud offers the ability to treat ICT as a ubiquitous, on-

demand service and to flexibly consume as much or as little as is needed. Cloud services are 

quickly and easily provisioned online and feature granular service catalogues and user-based 

pricing. The biggest ICT companies are now rapidly introducing cloud services, with companies 

like HP and IBM both introducing cloud services and providing the infrastructure inside public 

and private clouds.    

The CIO Council and the Public Sector Council of Intellect, the trade association for the UK high 

tech industry, therefore commissioned a strategy study to see whether the technical advances 

associated with Cloud Computing - server and storage virtualization, systems management 

automation, image management, and self-service provisioning - could be used to provide a 

private cloud for Government - a "G-Cloud". 

The "public" Cloud - where services can run on any server anywhere in the world - has attracted 

attention from industry commentators. Achieving it, would be a first around the world for Digital 

Britain. But there are issues of meeting governmental needs for data location, security, data 

recovery, availability and reliability. 

The strategy study has established a route-map towards the creation of a G-Cloud, as part of the 

rationalization of data centres used by Government and the wider public sector. This would both 

allow Government to benefit from the core attributes of Cloud Computing (e.g., enhanced user 

experience, flexible pricing, elastic scaling, rapid provisioning, advanced virtualization) while also 

maintaining the appropriate levels of security, accountability and control required for most 

Government systems, and lead to substantial savings in cost.    

The G-Cloud delivery model would also help make other parts of the Government ICT 

marketplace more cost-effective, flexible and competitive. It would support and encourage the 

adoption of higher levels of standardization and sharing of ICT services across departments. It 

would allow Government to provide more cost-effectively for peaks and surges in demand for e-
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Government services; and it would reduce the barriers to entry to the Government marketplace 

for application and other ICT vendors, including SMEs, who would be able to provide services 

running on standardized, secure infrastructure without having to incur the costs of establishing 

and accrediting their own infrastructure (in the same way as companies such as 37signals have 

used public cloud facilities).  

The establishment of a G-Cloud will however require investment in technical development and 

physical facilities, and the CIO Council and the Intellect Public Sector Council are now developing 

the strategic business case to justify funding the G-Cloud. Provided that this business case can be 

properly developed, the adoption of the G-Cloud will be a priority for Government investment to 

secure efficiencies, even within the very constrained framework for public expenditure, over the 

next 3 years. In the meantime, all those Government bodies likely to procure ICT services should 

look to do so, on a scalable, cloud basis such that other public bodies can benefit from the new 

capability. 

UK’s example is one of the UK Government opting to use a fully private cloud to satisfy its 
operations. Both the virtual private and private cloud can be used the GoRTT’s advantage to 
achieve the same benefits as was achieved by USA and UK. 
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6. APPROACH TO CLOUD 

In order for GoRTT to secure its data, there are several mechanisms already in place that dictate 

some parameters within which Government Agencies can operate regarding digital data 

including the partially proclaimed Data Protection Act; there are however some missing elements 

to transform the process of securing and processing this data in a more granular fashion.   

As Government continues to strive for operational efficiency through the use of ICTs, the 

utilization of Cloud-based services can pave the way for GoRTT to improve on its service delivery 

and processes while decreasing its annual spend on ICT to enable same; the use of Cloud-based 

solutions presents itself as an opportunity for GoRTT to transition from traditional use of the 

Software Agreements and owned infrastructures which is predominantly licenced-based into a 

mode of operation that lends itself to a subscription-based service that runs on operational needs 

rather than capital investment without compromising on the use of robust and advanced 

technologies. 

Depicted in Figure 1 below is a holistic strategy to transiting GoRTT’s traditional ICT infrastructure 

based on capital investment into a hybrid (private/public) Cloud-based system.   

 

Figure 5: Required Supporting Infrastructure to Transition Government Cloud 

This strategy includes development of a number of elements including: 

 Data Security/Classification Policies; 

 Cloud Computing Policies; 

 Other Supporting Policies and Legislation; 

 Development of a Governance Framework to oversee the governance of ICT 

infrastructures (hard and soft) and digital data; 
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 Redefining GoRTT’s Software Agreements to include a hybrid approach of Cloud-based 

and Licenced-based solutions 

 Implementation interim solutions during transitioning to hybrid approach; and 

 Implementation of supporting long-term infrastructure. 

 

6.1 QUICK WINS GOVNETT 2 

As mentioned, there are a number of requests from Government Ministries for cloud-based 

services. This creates an opportunity to immediately take advantage of the proposed 

optimization programme (Lot 1 GovNeTT) to the ICT investment made by GoRTT. This will be 

primarily on the current GovNeTT foundation services as per Cloud provider offerings, best 

practices for Cloud-based deployments and industry standards. GovNeTT is perfectly positioned 

to provide GoRTT with Cloud-based solutions once these infrastructure requirements are met. 

The following are some major considerations for Cloud-based solutions deployment on GovNeTT 

2:  

 Upgrade and expand the current network cores with appropriate memory, storage, 

processing power and all other physical infrastructure, that meets the requirements of 

the Software as a Services providers and industry standards for deployment of 

applications such as but not limited to: 

o Microsoft: 

o Productivity Tools; 

 SharePoint;  

 Lync; 

 Project and Visio; 

o Google Docs; 

o Oracle; 

o EDMS; 

o CRM; 

o Symantec; 

 Upgrade the current last mile infrastructure with the appropriate throughput 

requirements; 
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 Improve security apparatus as per the requirements of the Cloud Providers and industry 

standards when deploying Cloud-based solutions; 

 Improve Government Data Centre facilities where necessary as per the requirements of 

the Cloud Providers and industry standards namely: cooling, fire protection, access 

controls, appropriate staffing, etc.; 

 Acquire and retain appropriately trained specialist resources to respond to all cloud-

based solution requests and issues; and 

 Maintain and manage all cloud-based subscriptions and contracts by Government 

agencies. 

During the transition period that GoRTT embarks on the deployment of the Government Cloud 

initiative, individual Government Agencies have immediate business requirements that may 

exploit the utilization of Cloud-based services ahead of the formalization and adoption of all 

pertinent infrastructures outlined in the preceding section: 

 

Figure 6: Infrastructure to Transition Immediate Agency Needs to Government Cloud 

By considering the immediate and long term needs of Government Agencies, a transition strategy 

is recommended as depicted in Figure 2 above.  This strategy involves deployment in a phased 

approach consisting of interim access to any Cloud-based provider and transition into a GoRTT 

private software-as-a-service (SaaS) implementation which will form part of the Government 

Cloud infrastructure. 
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Phase 1: Allow interim access to all Cloud-based Solutions  

With the absence of the Data Classification policy within GoRTT there should be consideration by 

GoRTT Ministries and agencies as per the Data Protection Act of 2011 when accessing Cloud-

based solutions and where GoRTT information is stored. 

It is recommended that when accessing Cloud-based solutions, the requirement for local storage 

should be met. All GoRTT information should be stored on premise or in a location that meets all 

the requirements of the Data Protection Act. 

It should be encouraged that GoRTT engage iGovTT in a Multi-tenancy Agreement with the Cloud 

provider which will serve to consolidate all Agencies utilizing this interim service at lowered costs 

and management.  Each tenant (GoRTT Agency) acquiring these services will conduct 

administration with the oversight of iGovTT who may also administer and manage the system if 

required, the sharing of cloud subscriptions between tenants will not be permitted or should be 

based on the Cloud provider policies. 

This method will require an Agreement between GoRTT and the Cloud Providers separate and 

apart from the current Software Agreements and require separate management, administration 

as well as Terms and Conditions.  

Phase 2: Optimization of Current GovNeTT Infrastructure (Pilot) 

This phase will set the baseline for all necessary requirements that should be included in the 

GovNeTT 3.0 environment which will be considered as the G-Cloud private deployment or in 

other words, an on premise (at the Government Data Centre) equivalent of the required Cloud-

based solution.   

All requirements outlined in the preceding section of this document must be realised namely, 

the optimization programme of GovNeTT 2, to ensure a successful implementation. This phase 

will be extended to a select group of early adopters (Early Adopters Task Force) and will serve 

as a proof of concept for the wider adoption of this approach when GovNeTT 3.0 is finalised 

and full commissioned.  

Phase 3: Full Deployment of a Cloud-based solution in Government 

This approach will allow the whole of Government (WOG) access to cloud services.  This will 

involve a number of initiatives including: 

 Considerations for the deployment of GovNeTT 3.0; 
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 Ensuring all requirements are met, which are outlined by the respective Cloud-Based 

Solution Providers to host SaaS within the GoRTT Data Centre facility; 

 Full resilient deployment of the proposed Cloud-based solution outlined in this document, 

within the Government Cloud (hosted at GoRTT’s Data Centres or SaaS providers Data 

Centres that meet GoRTT requirements); 

 Migration of all relevant Software Agreement licences to the on premise cloud-based 

infrastructure where appropriate; 

 Redefining any Software Agreements to allow an hybrid approach to licence-based and 

Cloud-based solutions; and 

 Full development and implementation of all Governance frameworks and required 

supporting policies and legislation such as: 

o Full proclamation of the Data Protection Act - 2011; 

o Approval of Information Security Policy Framework including Data 

Classification policy and schema; 

o Drafting and approval of GovNeTT Policies which manage service provision; 

o Approval of the e-Government Interoperability Framework and its supporting 

documents such as the e-Government Omnibus Technical Standards. 
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7. ESTIMATED SOLUTION COST 

As highlighted in section 2. Technical Overview, a virtual solution comprises of 5 Layers. Generally 

each layer requires specific resources and as such can have multiple vendors and support 

contracts. All pricing outlined in this document are provided for estimation that can be changed 

to match the future requirements of GovNeTT 3.0 and additional client uptake. 

The infrastructure’s estimated cost per site is approximately $2,000,000 USD. However, given the 

redundancy and disaster recovery requirements of Government enterprise solutions, there is the 

requirement for two (2) sites. This drives the estimated cost to $4,000,000 USD to enable the 

provisioning of a hot-site/disaster recovery site. The following is an estimated breakdown of costs 

per site: 

 Hardware including Server Infrastructure, Network Infrastructure, Storage, and 

Virtualization components - $665,000 USD; 

 Software including Virtualization operating systems and Virtual Management tools - 

$320,000 USD; 

 Physical Infrastructure including Racks, Cables, and PDU’s - $40,000 USD; 

 Services including installation, assembly and shipping - $154,000 USD; 

 Cloud Management, Auditing and Reporting tools - $120,000 USD; and 

 Support, Training Services and Professional Services - $65,000 USD. 

The following is a list of some major requirements that should be considered as expense items 

associated with this initiative: 

 All security mechanisms related to Cloud Computing; 

 Hosted Applications Terms of Service for Clients; 

 Appropriately trained team responsibility for managing this service; 

 Service provisioning process, including commissioning and decommissioning of Virtual 

Machines; 

 System redundancy and resiliency requirements;  

 Security monitoring requirements (risks, threats, vulnerabilities);  

 Utilization and uptake reporting;  

 Service/ project metrics in general; 
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 Working with Corporate Communications/Marketing/Business Development to promote 

the launch of the service (visibility); 

 Bandwidth requirements; 

 Virtual Machine backup on the centralized redundant storage solution; 

 Support for Cloud Computing environment, Virtual Machine storage solution, Virtual 

Machine containers and Virtual Machine Management Tools on a 365x24x7 basis; and 

 Recommendations for management and development of the virtualized platform service.  

 

7.1  COMMON PRICING MODELS 

Cloud pricing models are typically complex in nature and have resulted in the emergence of a 

variety of options. The following are options that are available for considering pricing structure 

for Clients: 

Consumption-based - This method of pricing and billing is based on giving Clients the right to 

build their platforms as needed, utilizing the platform resourcing as per their needs. The provider 

of the service will audit the utilization over a fixed period of time and invoice the Client based on 

their utilization of the platform. Clients only pay for the resources that they actually use such as 

disk space, CPU Time, network traffic etc. Additionally, as a method of control, a credit system 

can be developed to allow client to build environments loosely based on credit entitlement under 

an agreement/contract based system. This model is typically used for IaaS and PaaS type cloud 

services 

 
Figure 7. Pay-As-You-Go Demonstration 

Subscription-based – In this model the client pays to use a particular service for a period of time 

(e.g. a monthly subscription). Billing is typically done before hand with the terms of the 
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subscription agreed upon for the duration of the subscription. This model is typically deployed 

for SaaS type cloud services  

Committed VM - A Committed VM scenario is where Clients are provisioned based upon initial 

request or engagement, and billed beforehand based upon their request or engagement. This 

implies that the Client’s environment is not scalable and can only grow based upon re-

engagement with the provider for changes in service. 

 
Figure 8. Committed VM Demonstration 

In the committed VM scenario clients pay for Virtual Machines, Virtual Services or Virtual 

Platform allocations which exist on the shared hardware as per the Service Provider’s (iGovTT) 

design. 

 

 
Figure 9. Resource Pooling Demonstration 
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In a resource pooling scenario client purchase an allocation of components which can be 

distributed in any way of their choosing. Figure 3.1.4 below demonstrates some components 

which will contribute to the method of costing: 

Component Quantity Cost per Unit Total 

CPU 3 xx xx 

Memory 24GB xx xx 

Network Interfaces 6 xx xx 

Storage 1TB xx xx 
Figure 10. Examples of Purchasing 

These models are theoretical in nature and only consider costing based on infrastructure. These 

models to become operation require additional considerations to become applicable to iGovTT’s: 

 Power and Cooling; 

 Rental space for equipment within the Government Datacentres’; 

 Staffing such as Operational Staff, Business Development Staff, etc.; and 

 Cost of Service Level Agreements for the in-life management and support of solution. 

It is recommended that while an approach listed above may be considered as the model for 

determining pricing that the relevant stakeholders within iGovTT be involved in the development 

process. 
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8. RISKS 

There are a number of associated risks that Cloud computing brings to its users. Below are some 

of the known risks that GoRTT should be aware of when considering moving to the cloud: 

 Reduced Data Governance and Sovereignty (Phase 1); 

 Reduced Data Protection (Phase 1); 

 Reduced Access Controls to Data at rest (Phase 1); 

 Lack of required infrastructures necessary to access Cloud-based services; 

 Any significant change to the current GovNeTT infrastructure may affect the GovNeTT 3.0 

RFP; 

9. MITIGATING FACTORS 

 Development and implementation of supporting policies and legislation; 

 Ensuing all data is hosted on-island or in accordance with the Data Protection Act; 

 Migrate all Phase 1 users to on premise (at GoRTT’s Data Centre) facilities when available; 

 Implementation of on premise infrastructure to support Cloud-based solution 

deployments; 

 Establishment of Governance frameworks for Cloud-based Solutions that are part of the 

G-Cloud; 

 Redefine all Software Agreements to inculcate a hybrid approach to licenced-based and 

Cloud-based services; 

10. EXPECTED RESULTS 

By adhering to the strategies listed herein, Government can commence this initiative of 

employing Cloud-based services and mitigate the risks of utilizing Cloud-based solutions for 

Government. Moreover, Phases 1 and 2 can be used to catalyse the Government Cloud initiative 

which will encompass services at an infrastructural, platform and software levels to improve 

Government’s operational efficiency and aid in sustainable development at a national level. 
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11. RECOMMENDATIONS 

iGovTT recommends the commencement of the necessary activities, e.g. GoRTT Cloud readiness 

assessment, business and technical requirements definitions, process mapping, policy 

identification and drafting etc. required for preparing a complete terms of reference and a 

request for proposal (RFP).  These documents will be the prerequisite for initiating the 

deployment of all solutions and infrastructures necessary for the G-Cloud initiative. iGovTT will 

work closely with necessary cloud providers to ensure that systems are appropriately defined 

and that the most appropriate vendor is selected. 

iGovTT proposes that the selected solution be mirrored within the Government Data Centres 

(DC1 and DC2) which would allow for site to site disaster recovery capabilities, mitigate downtime 

of services, resilient backup processes and enhanced scalability. The solution will be configured 

for the delivery of services and administration of Virtual Machines (VMs) throughout GovNeTT.  

Another critical success factor would be the selection of the most appropriate pricing model 

together aligned to the levels of managed support (SLA). 


